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The development of compound numerals 
in English Biblical translations

Isao Hashimoto
Kansai Gaidai University

The history of the English compound numerals from 21 to 99 remains vague. 
The three basic types in the order in which they appeared are: the Old English 
(OE) type such as one and twenty, the middle type such as twenty and one and 
the modern type such as twenty-one. An analysis of data collected from eight 
English Bibles, the Vulgate and the Hebrew Bible demonstrates that the changes 
were caused and accelerated by successive biblical translations and not just by 
the language history of the time. The middle type was introduced into biblical 
English from the Latin of the Vulgate, where it appeared through the faithful 
translation of the Hebrew middle type. The modern type in English Bibles 
originates in the Latin modern type in the Vulgate.

1. Introduction

There have been three basic patterns for compound numerals from 21 to 99 in the 
history of the English language. These types can be exemplified as follows: one and 
twenty, twenty and one and twenty-one. The first type, which was dominant from 
the OE to the Early Modern English (EModE) period, will be called here “the OE 
type”. The second type was employed from the Middle English (ME) to the Mod-
ern English (ModE) period, though it never became dominant, and will be called 
here “the middle type”. The third type, which is used in Present-day English, will 
be called here “the modern type”. This terminology will also be applied to the cor-
responding compound numeral types in Hebrew, Greek and Latin. Therefore, the 
OE type and the middle type found in Hebrew will be referred to as the Hebrew 
OE type and the Hebrew middle type respectively, and the modern type found in 
Latin will be referred to as the Latin modern type.

Rissanen (1967: 30–32) states that “it seems that at least in some of these ME 
instances (i.e. twenty (years) and one) the construction was primarily caused by 
the demands of poetic diction”; and he also claims that “ ... it is not impossible that 
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the early type ‘twenty and one’ was a predecessor of the modern ‘twenty-one’, 
which comes into use at the end of the ME period”. Schibsbye (1977: 112) points 
out that the modern type “appeared at the end of the 15th century, when French 
influence was strong ...”. 

Schibsbye’s statement about French influence contradicts the following re-
marks by French grammarians.

A l’époque classique on coordonnait encore les unités aux dizaines au moyen de 
et, comme c’était l’usage en ancien français. Corneille, dans sa comédie la veuve 
(Au lecture), écrit les vingt-et-quatre heures. (Wagner and Pinchon 1962: 107)

Wagner and Pinchon claim that in the classical period, i.e. from 1600 to1700, the 
middle type was common in French, that is, the units were still combined with the 
tens by et. On the other hand, as Rissanen and Schibsbye observe, the modern type 
had already appeared in English by the end of the ME period. This suggests that 
the modern type occurred earlier in English than in French and that this occur-
rence should be attributed to factors which differ from those that influenced the 
development in French.

My objective is to investigate the processes underlying the shift from the OE 
type to the modern type via the middle type, to explore the origin of the middle 
type and to shed new light on the history of the modern type in English. Biblical 
data will be used because the middle type, which as Rissanen suggests is an impor-
tant key to understanding the development of the modern type, occurs frequently 
in the King James Bible (see Hashimoto 2000: 99; Björling 1926: 68–75; Poutsma 
1916: 1228). 

2. Corpora investigated

The Bibles which will be investigated here are the Hebrew Old Testament, the Four 
Greek Gospels, the Vulgate, the Early Wycliffite Bibles (c1384), and the Late 
Wycliffite Bibles (c1395), Tyndale’s Four Gospels (1526), Tyndale’s Pentateuch 
(1530), Coverdale’s Bible (1535), the Geneva Bible (1560), the Bishops’ Bible 
(1568), the Douay-Rheims Bible (NT: 1582, OT: 1609–1610) and the King James 
Bible (1611). 

The ME versions were indirectly translated from the Vulgate. Among the 
EModE versions, Coverdale’s Bible and the Douay-Rheims Bible were also trans-
lated indirectly from the Vulgate. The rest of the EModE versions were translated 
directly from the original languages, Hebrew and/or Greek. The scope of the inves-
tigation of each version of the Old Testament will encompass 27 books from Gen-
esis to Daniel, except in the case of Tyndale’s Pentateuch. 
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3. Translation methods of compound numerals

3.1 Compound numerals in the Hebrew Old Testament  
and the Four Greek Gospels

375 examples of compound numerals were collected from the 27 books of the 
Hebrew Old Testament (see Figure 1), and eleven examples from the Four Greek 
Gospels (see Table 1). The data from each version of the 27 books in the Old Testa-
ment will be the main focus here because the distribution of the types of com-
pound numerals in each of the versions of the Four Gospels is, in principle, similar 
to that in each of the versions of the 27 books in the Old Testament and the quan-
tity of data from the 27 books is statistically far more meaningful than that from 
the Four Gospels.

The 375 instances from the Hebrew Old Testament can be divided into two 
types. One is the OE type and the other the middle type, of which the latter is 
dominant, accounting for 67.2% of all occurrences (see Figure 1). It also shows the 
methods used to translate the Hebrew compound numerals into the Latin of the 
Vulgate. It tells that the Latin modern type is used to translate most of the OE and 
middle type occurrences in the Hebrew Bible. As a result, the Latin modern type 
in the Vulgate accounts for 88.1% of all compound numerals. 

Mountford (1962: 45) states that in Latin “... the order (of the ten and the unit) 
is the same as in English. Either the smaller number with et comes first, or the 
larger without et”. The former belongs to the OE type, and the latter to the modern 
type. The existence of the middle type in Latin is not referred to by Mountford. 
However, 42 instances of the Hebrew middle type are reproduced in the Latin of 
the Vulgate; e.g. nonaginta et octo (I Sam. 4:15), triginta et sex (Josh. 7:8). We can 
assume that these Hebraisms occurred in the Latin Vulgate through literal transla-
tions of instances of the Hebrew middle type.

 

375 exx

OE type
123 exx

Middle type
252 exx

OE type
2 exx

Modern type
331 exx

Middle type
42 exx

�e Hebrew Bible

�e Vulgate
[Latin Translation] 

Figure 1. Compound numerals 21–99 in the 27 books from the Genesis to Daniel
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Table 1. Compound numerals in the Four Gospels

TYPES I II III IV V TOTAL

Four Greek Gospels 0 2 9 0 0 11
Vulgate 0 2 9 0 0 11
Early Wycliffite Bible 2 8 1(1) 0 0 11
Late Wycliffite Bible 2 8 1(1) 0 0 11
Tyndale’s Four Gospels 0 4 1(1) 4 2 11
Coverdale’s Bible 5 4 1(1) 0 1 11
Geneva Bible 1 7 1(1) 0 2 11
Bishops’ Bible 0 8 1(1) 0 2 11
Douay-Rheims Bible 1 2 8(1) 0 0 11
Kings James Bible 0 8 1(1) 0 2 11

Notes
1.  The numbers in the parentheses ( ) indicate numerals where the first numeral is followed by a noun such 

as twenty months one, and they are included in the total.
2. Type IV = Roman numerals
3. Type V = Translation errors

3.2 Middle and modern types in English Bibles

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the methods by which the Latin compound numerals 
were translated in the Early and the Late Wycliffite Bibles. 

Examples of the middle type appear in both of these Bible groups through 
translations of the Latin middle and modern types. The frequency of the middle 
type in the Early and the Late Wycliffite Bibles is unusually high, compared with 

OE type
2 exx

Modern type
331 exx

Middle type
42 exx

2 exx 287 exx 28 exx 35 exx 15 exx

Middle type
50 exx

OE type
317 exx

�e di�erence between the total number in the Vulgate and that
in the Early Wycli�te Bible is due to translation errors in the latter.

�e Early Wycli�te 
Bible           (c.1384)

�e Vulgate

Figure 2. Compound numerals in the Early Wycliffite Bible
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OE type
2 exx

Modern type
331 exx

Middle type
42 exx

2 exx 300 exx 30 exx 29 exx 7 exx

Middle type
36 exx

OE type
332 exx

�e di�erence between the total number in the Vulgate and that
in the Late Wycli�te Bible is due to translation errors in the latter.

�e Late Wycli�te 
Bible            (c.1395)

�e Vulgate

Figure 3. Compound numerals in the Late Wycliffite Bible

OE type
2 exx

Modern type
331 exx

Middle type
42 exx

2 exx 289 exx 34 exx 3 exx 3 exx

Middle type
6 exx

OE type
325 exx

�e di�erence between the total number in the Vulgate and
that in Coverdale’s Bible is due to translation errors in the latter.

Coverdale’s Bible 
                   (1535)

�e Vulgate

Figure 4. Compound numerals in Coverdale’s Bible

that in Coverdale’s Bible (see Figure 4). This is due to rather faithful translations of 
the Latin in the Wycliffite Bibles. However, some modifications and a decrease in 
frequency are found in the Late Wycliffite Bible.

Figure 4 to Figure 8 indicate the methods by which Hebrew or Latin com-
pound numerals were translated in the EModE versions, except in Tyndale’s Pen-
tateuch. They show that expressions for compound numerals were in a state of 
utter chaos in the EModE period. Dramatic changes occur during this period; 
while examples of the OE type decrease, instances of the middle type increase in 
inverse proportion to this decrease. And the modern pattern appears with unex-
pected frequency at the beginning of the seventeenth century. These processes of 
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OE type
123 exx

Middle type
252 exx

�e Hebrew Bible

83 exx 191 exx 38 exx 63 exx

OE type
274 exx

Middle type
101 exx

�e Geneva Bible
                     (1560)

Figure 5. Compound numerals in the Geneva Bible

OE type
123 exx

Middle type
252 exx

�e Hebrew Bible

23 exx 37 exx 91 exx 210 exx

OE type
60 exx

Middle type
311 exx

�e Bishops’ Bible
                     (1568)

�e di�erence between the total number in the Vulgate and
that in Bishops’ Bible is due to translation errors in the latter.

Figure 6. Compound numerals in Bishops’ Bible

change were triggered and accelerated by successive translations of the Hebrew 
middle type and the Latin middle and modern types.

It is noteworthy that 94% of the occurrences of the modern type in the Douay-
Rheims Bible are a result of the faithful translation of examples of the Latin modern 
type and that the remainder are a consequence of the deletion of the coordinator 
in the Latin middle type (see Table 7).

This suggests that what we see in the biblical translations is a drift towards 
having the larger number to come first in English compound numerals.

Compound numerals are expressed in two different ways in Tyndale’s Penta-
teuch: as alphabetical numerals (five instances), all of which belong to the middle 
type, or as Roman numerals (97 instances). The Roman numerals are overwhelm-
ingly dominant, which is a unique phenomenon in English Biblical translations. 
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OE type
2 exx

Modern type
331 exx

Middle type
42 exx

�e Vulgate

�e Douay-Rheims
Bible (1609–10)

2 exx 135 exx 20 exx 12 exx 8 exx 184 exx 12 exx

OE type
157 exx

Middle type
20 exx

Modern type
196 exx

�e di�erence between the total number in the Vulgate and that in
the Douay-Rheims Bible is due to translation errors in the latter.  

Figure 7. Compound numerals in the Douay-Reims Bible

They occur in three forms; the ten and the unit coupled by the coordinator as in 
(1), the combination of a Roman numeral with an alphabetical numeral coupled 
by the coordinator as in (2), and the ten and the unit without the coordinator as in 
(3). The order of the ten and the unit in Roman compound numerals reflects the 
dominant order of alphabetical compound numerals, where the unit follows the 
ten (see (3)). This is the case even with Roman numerals in OE, as shown in (4).

 (1) .lx. and .vi. (TP, Gen. 46:26)
 (2) nynetye and .v. (TP, Gen. 5:17)
 (3) .xxxv. yere (TP, Gen. 11:12) 
 (4) .vxxx. geare (OE Heptateuch, MS.C) 

Roman compound numerals without the coordinator as in (3) account for about 
95% of all compound numerals in Tyndale’s Pentateuch. The frequent use of 
Roman compound numerals might show the unstableness of the alphabetical 
compound numerals.

In the King James Bible (1611), which was published almost at the same time 
as the Douay-Rheims Bible (1609–1610), only one example of the modern type 
occurs, which is cited in (5). 

 (5) they were two hundred and thirty two:
  (The King James Bible, 1 Kings 20:15)

This may be due to the translators’ decision to remain faithful to the Hebrew, where 
the modern type is not used. On the other hand, two thirds of occurrences of the 
Hebrew OE type are converted into the middle type in the King James Bible (see Ta-
ble 8). This is probably because of a desire to avoid an excessively conservative style. 
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OE type
123 exx

Middle type
252 exxHebrew Bible

�e King James
Bible (1611)

46 exx 41 exx1 ex 76 exx 211 exx

Modern type
1 ex

OE type
87 exx

Middle type
287 exx

Figure 8. Compound numerals in the King James Bible

One variant of the modern type occurs in Matthew (18:22) in all of the English 
versions from the Early Wycliffite Bible to the King James Bible (see Table 1). In 
this case, a noun is placed after the ten, as is shown in (6) and (7).

 (6) but to seuenty sythis seuene sithis. (The Early Wyclifite Bible, Matt. 18:22)
 (7) Vntill seuentie times seuen. (The King James Bible, Matt. 18:22)

These are translations of the Latin septuagies septies or the Greek e`bdomhkonta,kij 
e`pta, (literal translation = seventy-times seven), adverbials. 

4. Conclusion

Rissanen (1967: 31–32) states that occurrences of the middle type were “primarily 
caused by the demands of poetic diction”. However, in the ME and EModE Biblical 
versions they appear as a result of the influence of the Hebrew middle type and/or 
the Latin middle and modern types. 

On the basis of the biblical data, we can state that the Hebrew middle type and 
the Latin modern type played an important role in inducing the English middle 
type, which accelerated the occurrence of the modern type in the English Bibles. 
The origin of the modern type in the English Biblical translations is traceable to 
the Latin modern type in the Vulgate.

Corpora investigated

The Bishops’ Bible = The Bishops’ Bible: A Facsimile of the 1568 Edition. [1998. Tokyo: Elpis.]
Coverdale’s Bible = The Coverdale Bible 1535. [Facsimile edn., 1975. Kent: Dawson.]
The Douay-Rheims Bible 
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= The New Testament: The Nevv Testament, Rhemes 1582. [Facsimile edn., 1990. Tokyo: Rinsen.] 
= The Old Testament: The Holie Bible, Doway 1609. [Facsimile edn., 1990. Tokyo: Rinsen.] The 

Holie Bible, Doway 1610. [Facsimile edn., 1990. Tokyo: Rinsen.]
The Early Wyclifite Bible and The Late Wycliffite Bible = The Holy Bible: Con taining the Old and 

New Testament, with the Apocryphal Books in the Earliest English Versions Made from the 
Latin Vulgate by John Wycliffe and His Followers, J. Forshall & F. Madden (eds). 4 Vols. 1850. 
[Repr., 1982. New York: AMS Press.]

The Geneva Bible = The Geneva Bible: A Facsimile of the 1560 Edition. [1969. Madison: The 
University of Wisconsin Press.]

The Hebrew Bible = Biblia Hebraica. 1977. Kittle: Deutsche Bibelstiftung Stuttgart. 
The King James Bible = The Holy Bible: A Facsimile of the Authorized Version Published in the 

Year 1611. [Facsimile edn., 1982. Tokyo: Nan’un-do.]
OE Heptateuch, MS. C = The Old English Version of the Heptateuch, S.J. Crawford (ed.). 1922. 

[Repr., 1969. Early English Text Society, Original Series 160.]
Tyndale’s Four Gospels = The New Testament 1526. [Facsimile edn., 1976. London: Paradine.]
Tyndale’s Pentateuch = The Fyrst Boke of Moses Called Genesis, The Seconde Boke of Moses, Called 

Exodus, .... . 1530. Malborow: Hans Luft.
The Vulgate = Biblia Sacra Iuxta ulgatam versionem, R. Weber (ed.). 2 Vols. 1969. Stuttgart: 

Württembergische Bibelanstalt.
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